MEMO: To All Bryston Customers
SUBJECT: Bryston Model T Speakers – Customer feedback
Hi James
I have not commented on my Bryston Model T Speakers yet.

I will say they are fantastic!
I for one do not want/need polished surfaces
and weird curves on my speakers (or
components for that matter). As a matter of
fact I prefer sober, boxy designs, without
much fanfare. I wanted best sound for my
money and under 10K. After endless hours of
reading about the Model Ts, and the opinion
of many members here, I bought them,
without seeing/listening in person. I am so
impressed by them. I did get a special order
walnut veneer that looks really nice IMO.
At essentially half the price, the choice was a
no-brainer for me. I was curious about the
KEF Blades, and the Revel Salons. All three
seem to be playing at the same performance
level. 20K for the other two options was not
worth it to me. If I had 20K for a pair of
prettier, maybe better speakers, then I'd
probably rather spend 50K for bigger and
obvious better performance. For my money, 20-30K seems to be kinda the gray area to
me.
Plus, if you look at used prices, all these three speakers are going for close to 50% their
original price. I'd rather have a 5K devaluation than a 10-15K one, especially at what a
lot people seem to agree is an essentially similar, some say better, performance level.
I guess I just don't like to compare the two (KEF Blade and Bryston Model T) like one
could compare an Omega Seamaster and a Rolex Submariner. I've owned both and the
Omega has the same, ever better, performance at half the price. So it comes down to
wanting to spend twice as much versus having to spend twice as much... Neither is
right or wrong. It's your $ and you should spend it as you wish
Happy Listening!!
Tutomac

